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The six basics of turfgrass establishment
Certain basic variables affect the establishment of any grass on any golf course. One of America's premier golf architects explains each one and its effect on the choice of seed or stolons planted

How good a manager are you?
Superintendents, owners, GMs, and other managers can grade themselves on their answers to these eight questions—and upgrade their management skills as well

How bunker placement affects play and maintenance
The treatment of bunkers in golf course design may not seem profound—but it is important. How bunkers are placed on your course can have great effect on how much golfers enjoy playing it—and on how difficult it is to maintain

A park director is not a golf superintendent!
The way in which a municipal golf operation is organized can greatly help or hinder the superintendent charged with maintaining the golf facilities. One who should know (12 years as a municipal superintendent) tells what can happen and shows how some problems can be avoided
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